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The fallibility of the Gospels (6)
A chapter from Ian Wilson’s

Jesus: The Evidence

Bultmann died in 1976, at the age of ninety-two. A whole
generation of modern New Testament scholars, among them his
Marburg successor Werner Kiimmel, Bristol University’s Dennis
Nineham, Harvard University’s Helmut Koester, and others,
acknowledge an immense debt to him for introducing a whole new
school of thought in theological research. Others, however,
recognize that Bultmann went too far, and have challenged his
rigid, unshakable attitudes: in Britain, while acknowledging that
each gospel per se may have been written at second hand, several
scholars have devoted great attention to the detection of
underlying first-hand sources. Not long after Bultmann had begun
his professorship at Marburg, across the Channel at Queen’s
College, Oxford, a shy and retiring Englishman, Canon Burnett
Streeter, quietly put the finishing touches to The Four Gospels: A
Study in Origins.

By this time, thanks to both British and German theological re-
search, it was already recognized that the authors of Matthew and
Luke, in addition to drawing on the gospel of Mark, must have
used a second Greek source, long lost, but familiarly referred to by
scholars as ‘Q’ (from the German ‘quelle’, meaning source). It was
even possible to reconstruct Q’s original content from passages in
which Matthew and Luke bore close resemblance to each other,
but not to Mark. While reaffirming this thinking, Streeter
postulated at least two additional sources: ‘M’, which seemed to
have provided material peculiar to the Matthew gospel, and ‘L’
which furnished passages exclusive to Luke. Streeter evolved a
chart of the synoptic gospels’ possible interrelationship and
dependence upon such sources. ‘M’ and ‘L’ may well have been
written in Aramaic, the spoken language of Jesus and his
disciples.

Streeter died in 1937, but his line of thought was developed by
other major British theological scholars, among them Professor
Charles Dodd, who went on to make his own special contribution
to an understanding of the John gospel.

To this day the broad outlines of Streeter’s hypothesis remain the
basis for much synoptic literary criticism. And the clues to
underlying Aramaic sources are indeed there. In the Luke gospel,
for instance, which includes ‘exclusives’ such as the parables of the
Good Samaritan and the Prodigal Son, there occurs the following
saying:

Oh, you Pharisees! You clean the outside of cup and plate, while
inside yourselves you are filled with extortion and wickedness…
Instead give alms from what you have and then indeed
everything will be clean for you. (Luke II: 39-41).

‘Give alms’ appears to make no sense, yet it occurs in the very
earliest available Greek texts. All becomes clear, however, when
we discover that in Aramaic ‘zakkau’ (to give alms) looks very
similar to ‘dakkau’ (to cleanse). That the original saying referred
to ‘cleansing’ rather than ‘giving alms’ can be checked because
Matthew includes a parallel passage in what we may now judge to
have been the correct form: ‘Blind Pharisee! Clean the inside of
cup and dish first so that the outside may become clean as well…’
(Matthew 23: 26). As has been remarked by Cambridge theologian
Don Cupitt, this tells us more clearly than any amount of
scholarship that whoever wrote Luke was not inventing his
material, but was struggling with an Aramaic source that he was
obviously determined to follow even if he did not fully under-
stand it.

A similar misunderstanding is detectable in the Matthew gospel,
notable for its remarkable ‘Sermon on the Mount’ passages, some
of which, when translated from Greek into Aramaic, take on such
a distinctive verse form that Aramaic must have been the language
in which they were first framed. It is like translating the words ‘On
the bridge at Avignon’ back into their original French.

(To be continued…)
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On mixed blood
Excerpted from the first article of William Pierce’s “Who We Are: a Series of
Articles on the History of the White Race”:

As already noted, there are a great many
instances of pairs of groups which can
interbreed with each other but, under
natural conditions, either do not or do so
relatively seldom, so that their genetic
differences are not “swamped.” Such

groups are customarily regarded as specifically distinct, in accord
with Dobzhansky’s criterion.

One example of such a pair is provided by two very similar species
of gazelles, Grant’s gazelle and Thomson’s gazelle. The two
intermingle with each other in the wild, and they are interfertile,
but they do not mate with each other. Although the morphological
difference between the two species is slight—much less than the
difference between a Nordic and a Mediterranean, not to mention
the difference between a White and a Negro—the gazelles are able
to recognize this difference (probably with their sense of smell),
and mating is psychologically blocked.

Many other examples—not only among mammals, but also among
birds, fish, reptiles, amphibians, and even invertebrates—could be
given of pairs of species whose separateness is maintained only by
an instinctive, psychological barrier against miscegenation. This
general revulsion in Nature against miscegenation has long been
recognized by zoologists, and more than a century ago the
distinguished French surgeon and naturalist Paul Broca wrote:
“Animals that live in complete liberty and only obey their natural
instincts seek ordinarily for their amours other animals that are
altogether similar to their own kind, and mate almost always with
their own species.”

Domesticated Man

Man, of course, is the most domesticated of all animals, and it is
not surprising that his natural inhibition against miscegenation
has become confused—even without the perverse efforts of the
egalitarians to promote racial mixing. We should instead wonder
at the degree to which this healthiest and most essential of our
natural sexual predispositions has survived centuries of a most
unnatural lifestyle.

There is a great deal of evidence, historical and otherwise,
indicating that in the past the White race, at least, felt a much
stronger inhibition against miscegenation than it does today. As
urbanization has spread, so has racial mixing. The evidence also
indicates a marked variation from race to race in the strength of
the inhibition against miscegenation—a variation which, to be
sure, may only reflect the effect of different racial lifestyles.

Aryans, Dorians, Goths

The ancient Nordic tribes of Europe universally abhorred racial
mixing. The Aryans who conquered India more than 35 centuries
ago imposed a strict ban on any sexual contact with the non-White
indigenous population, a ban which survives in vestigial form to
this day as the Indian caste system. The Dorians who conquered
the Peloponnesus at about the same time—and were later known
by the name of their chief city, Sparta—likewise forbade
miscegenation with the non-Nordic Pelasgian natives. And the
Goths who conquered Italy 2,000 years later refrained from
mating with the mixed, partly Mediterranean population they
encountered there.

In every case the inhibition eventually broke down, as the hardy
conquerors settled into a new and softer lifestyle and departed
more and more from their ancestral ways. As warriors, hunters,
farmers, and craftsmen living in close communion with Nature in
their northern fields and forests, their sexual instincts remained
sound. But when they became city dwellers and merchants and
clerks and administrators, their instincts became blunted, and this
fact was reflected in gradually changing sexual mores.

Latin Miscegenation

In other races and subraces the pattern has been different. The
Mediterranean peoples of southern Europe have generally shown
less disinclination to mate with other races than have Nordics.
One can see the effect of this difference most strikingly in the
different colonial histories of North America and South America.
The early colonists who settled the former were predominantly
Nordic, and racial mixing with the indigenous Indians was
minimal. But the latter continent was settled by Portuguese and
Spaniards, both of whom had a heavy Mediterranean admixture.
They interbred widely with the indigenous population, as well as
with the Black slaves they imported from Africa.

The same difference can be noticed in the European colonization
of Africa. The Portuguese interbred with the Blacks in their
colonies of Angola and Mozambique, while the Dutch and English
in South Africa and Rhodesia kept their blood largely untainted.
Such mongrels as the Nordic settlers did produce were not
absorbed into the White population, whereas those produced by
the Portuguese were.
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The Crucifixion

Painting of the day:

Lucas Cranach the Elder
The Crucifixion ~ 1503

Alte Pinakothek of Munich
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The fallibility of the Gospels (5)
A chapter from Ian Wilson’s

Jesus: The Evidence

If all these new discoveries seemed damaging
enough, within two decades on to the scene at
Germany’s Marburg University stepped Rudolf
Bultmann (pic), acknowledged by many as this
century’s greatest New Testament theologian,
bringing with him a new and yet more
devastating weapon, Formgeschichte or ‘form
criticism’. This followed on from the work of

Karl Ludwig Schmidt, a German pastor who had noted that a
particular weakness of gospels such as Mark’s lay in the link
passages, which appeared to have been invented to give an
impression of continuity between one episode or saying and the
next. Bultmann set his sights to trying to reconstruct what
material, if any, might be authentic between the links. His
approach was to try to assess each gospel element—birth story,
miracle story, ethical saying, etc.—in order to establish whether it
was original or had been borrowed from the Old Testament, or
from contemporary Jewish thought, or merely invented to suit
some particular theological line which early Christian preachers
wanted to promulgate.

For Bultmann anything that savoured of the miraculous—the
nativity stories, references to angels, accounts of wondrous cures
of the sick, and the like—could immediately be dismissed as
prompted by the writer’s concern to represent Jesus as divine.
Anything that appeared to fulfil an Old Testament prophecy—
Jesus’ birth in Bethlehem, his entry into Jerusalem on a donkey,
his betrayal, and much else—could be rejected as a mere attempt
to represent his life as fulfilling such prophecies. If anything that
Jesus was reported to have said could be traced to the general
Jewish thinking of his time, then it was unacceptable as
necessarily originating from him.

For instance, Jesus’ famous saying, ‘always treat others as you
would like them to treat you; that is the meaning of the Law and
the Prophets’ (Matthew 7: 12) may be found mirrored almost
exactly in a saying of the great Jewish Rabbi Hillel, from less than
a century before Jesus: ‘Whatever is hateful to you, do not do to
your fellow-man. This is the whole Law [Torah]’. We cannot
therefore be sure that this was ever said by Jesus. Similarly, in
Mark’s gospel, Jesus is reported as telling a paralytic: ‘Your sins
are forgiven’ (Mark 2:5). Jewish scribes were then said to have
challenged Jesus’ right to offer such forgiveness, on the grounds
that only God can forgive sins. According to Mark Jesus went on
to cure the paralytic regardless. Bultmann argued that this story
was probably invented by early Christians to bolster their own
claim to be able to forgive sins.

By a series of deductions of this kind he concluded that much of
what appears in the gospels was not what Jesus had actually said
and done, but what Christians at least two generations removed
had invented about him, or had inferred from what early
preachers had told them. Not surprisingly, Bultmann’s approach
left intact little that might have derived from the original Jesus—
not much more than the parables, Jesus’ baptism, his Galilean and
Judaean ministries and his crucifixion. Recognizing this himself,
he condemned as useless further attempts to try to reconstruct the
Jesus of history:

I do indeed think that we can now know almost nothing
concerning the life and personality of Jesus, since the early
Christian sources show no interest in either, are moreover
fragmentary and often legendary.

Bultmann’s recourse was to the Lutheran concept of a Christ of
faith, in his view a concept far superior to anything relying on
works of history. And he and his colleagues seem to have happily
accepted a divine Jesus while rejecting most of the historical
evidence for his existence. Dr Geza Vermes, a leading present-day
Jewish scholar, has neatly summarized the Bultmann position as
having ‘their feet off the ground of history and their heads in the
clouds of faith’.

(To be continued…)
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Breivik’s closing statement
Today I read a wonderful article by Andrew Hamilton at Counter-Currents
about Norwegian revolutionary nationalist Anders Behring Breivik, 33.
Hamilton let us know that among Norwegians the date July 22 is like
September 11 in the US, that “literally everyone knows what it means.”

Recording and broadcasting of both, opening and closing statements by
Breivik (April 16, 2012 & June 22, 2012) in Oslo District Court in Norway
was prohibited. Reporters had to take manual notes.

It seems that Breivik’s courtroom statements have not been published by
any major media outlet in any European language outside Norway. I would
recommend future revolutionaries to study closely both statements and
think seriously of what a trouble trio can do once it hits the fan.

Breivik’s
statement

Thank you.

I think we can all
agree that on July 22
a barbaric action
occurred. What
happened on July 22
in the government
quarter and on Utøya
were barbaric acts.

And I remember that on July 21 I thought after several years of
planning, “Tomorrow morning I will die” [Breivik took a deep
breath and leaned forward before continuing].

I came to within 200 meters of the government quarter. Then I
remember I thought, “In two minutes I will die.”

And what am I going to die for? That’s what I’m going to talk
about now.

I’m not going to deliver a speech. I gave my explanation on April
17th, and it contains many of my arguments. That statement
explains the most. [See Breivik’s opening statement on Day 2 of
the trial.]

There are still some things I did not say enough about, and that’s
what I’ll take up now.

The Sanity Issue

I will start with the assessment of my sanity. As a starting point,
every person under the law is presumed sane.

And of those who have evaluated me, a total of 37 highly qualified
individuals, out of 37 people, 35 have not found any symptoms at
all. And of the 37, two have found a multitude of symptoms.

So it’s pretty obvious what one should emphasize. The 35 people
or the two people. It’s clear the prosecutors do not want to repeat
here in court what I said in the interrogations. I will not go into
that now.

The prosecutor said I wanted to claim mental incapacity in the
beginning. That is not true.

In December or late November, when the firsaA [psychiatric]
report came [concluding that Breivik was a paranoid
schizophrenic], everyone was shocked

I was thinking: What to do next? I thought I would wait for the
debate to die down. And I thought hard about strategy before
demanding two new experts.

Also, gradually I thought: Now that I have been betrayed by two
psychiatrists who do not have access to the conversations, how
will I ever trust a psychiatrist again? That’s why I was considering
not allowing myself to be examined again. If I get two reports
against me, it’s over.

Democracy No Longer Functioning

As I’ve explained, especially on April 17 [the opening statement],
the European democratic political model is not working. The
arguments I presented emphasize the need for a fundamental
change of leadership in Norway and Europe.

This began with World War II. In the 1960s the Labor Party
decided that a large group of Pakistanis who had been refused
entry into Finland, and who came to Norway on a tourist visa,
should be granted residence.

And that was how the multicultural experiment in Norway began.
The Labor Party decided that Norway should follow Great
Britain’s example, with Asian and African mass immigration.

I have already talked a lot about the ridicule of cultural
conservatives. So I will not talk much about it, except to address
some high points.

The main characteristic has been political discrimination. Cultural
conservative NGOs [non-governmental organizations] and youth
organizations receive no funding. They are opposed. Perhaps the
only cultural conservative newspaper we had in Norway, Norway
Today, lost press subsidies just a few years ago.

After July 22 subsidies to HRS [Human Rights Service], a cultural
conservative organization, were halved. That’s an organization
that has nothing to do with me. During the past 20 or 30 years
there has been public funding of extreme left organizations in
Norway such as Blitz [an “antifa” communist, anarchist, and
socialist youth movement permitted by the state to employ
violence against the Progress Party, the Fatherland Party, the
Democrats in Norway, and others] Serve the People [Serve the
People—Communist League; Tjen Folket – Kommunistisk
Forbund, a Maoist group] and the Norwegian Center Against
Racism [Antirasistisk Senter, an anti-white NGO].

Ethnic Deconstruction

Perhaps some will remember the leader of Future In Our Hands
[Fremtiden i våre hender], Steinar Lem [a Norwegian
environmentalist], who died of cancer a few years ago. One of the
last things he said was something that had burned within him, but
he had not dared to articulate before he knew he was going to die.

It was that we fought for Tibetan rights and the Tibetan
indigenous people, but in Norway it is not permitted to say that
Norwegians have as much right to a homeland as the Tibetans,
and that our rights are in fact equally important.

He did not dare to speak the truth before he was told by his doctor
that he was going to die. Only then did he dare to say what he
thought.

In part of the compendium, I’ve written a lot about [ethnic]
deconstruction and the absence of morality in Norway since 1968.
They are huge problems. In Norway today, ideals are upheld that
are extremely harmful and will be detrimental to our future.

When it comes to sexually transmitted diseases and the sexual
revolution, it’s actually something that is underreported, and has
created major problems in Europe. The ideal being upheld is to
have sex with as many strangers as possible. Instead of focusing
on the nuclear family, the focus is on dissolving it, and all the
problems which that entails.

For example, the Sex and the City ideal, where Samantha and
Carrie through 100–200 episodes of the series have sex with
hundreds of men. These are the ideals that are upheld today. This
is a disease. It’s like sugar to the audience. These sick ideals
should be censored and shielded from our community.

So people neglect their duty to family and nation. They get
education, travel, and are 35 before they start having children.
Women should begin having children in their 20s. Our birth rate
is below replacement level.

No Free Speech

One of the most influential people in Norway, Arne Strand [a print
and broadcast journalist and former member of Prime Minister
Gro Harlem Brundtland’s cabinet] in Dagsavisen [the daily
newspaper Strand edits, until 1999 the official organ of the Labor
Party, now independent] has issued many statements about press
subsidies.

He proposes that everyone on the right, to the right of Carl I.
Hagen [former Vice President of the Storting (Norwegian
Parliament) and ex-chairman of the Progress Party], should be
censored, and excluded from the democratic process. He says
straight out that government press subsidies [to the Left, denied
to the right] are necessary to preserve the current political
hegemony.

We must protect hegemony, we must not allow people the right to
express themselves. The system of press subsidies ensures that
Norway will never be a democracy, because those on the far right
are excluded.

I will mention some important political actions by the Labor
Party, those in power in Norway, that legitimize and may trigger
violent counter-reactions.

Psychiatry and the Legacy of World War II

Svein Holden [one of Breivik’s prosecutors] said that after WW II
not many people in Norway were sent to psychiatric wards. He
meant that only novelist Knut Hamsun and Justice Minister
Sverre Riisnæs were sent to mental hospitals.

[Sverre Riisnæs served in Vidkun Quisling’s Nasjonal Samling (NS,
National Unity) government during the German occupation; after the war
he was imprisoned in a Norwegian psychiatric hospital from 1948–1960.]

But there were several. [“Breivik sits leaning forward in his chair
as he speaks. Defense attorneys Geir Lippestad and Vibeke Hein
Bæra lean back and look down at the table.]

It’s no secret that after the war many cultural conservatives and
nationalists were neutralized with the help of psychiatry. Many
members of the Nasjonal Samling were sent to the madhouse by
Labor.

Halldis Neegaard Østbye, Quisling’s secretary and NS-ideologue,
among other things wrote the book Jews’ War in 1943. She
eventually died at Dikemark madhouse. Her and her husband’s ski
factory was taken from them by the Labor Party at war’s end.

[Halldis Neegaard Østbye, active NS leader and prolific writer. In 1938 she
wrote The Jewish Problem and Its Solution under the pseudonym “Irene
Sword.” It was reissued in 1942 and 1943.]

And Knut Hamsun we know about.

These unconstitutional, unjust, illegal sentences should be
abolished, and compensation provided to the relatives.

Non-NS’ers who were opposed to the Labor Party were also tried
and declared mad.

An example is editor Toralv Fanebust [a harsh critic of Norway’s
post-WW II trials and persecutions]. When the attempt [to declare
him insane] failed, he was given a lengthy prison sentence for
having written about important Labor Party members’ actions
before and after the war.

His grandson has recently released the book Krigshistorien:
oppgjør med mytene [War History: Reckoning With the Myths].

Violence Against the Right

What else has the political power instigated and applauded that is
likely to precipitate violent resistance?

The Fatherland Party [FLP, Fedrelandspartiet, a nationalist party
in Norway between 1990 and 2008] received about 0.5 percent of
the vote in 1993, the first time they ran in Parliamentary elections.

[FLP leader] Bjarne Dahl in 1993 tried to legitimize political
opposition to immigration. At a market square meeting in Oslo, he
had his face smashed with an iron pipe, his jaw broken, and his
teeth knocked out in attacks by some Blitz members [antifas
belonging to the state-funded group mentioned previously].

Party leader and professor Harald Trefall [1925–2008,
experimental physicist, anti-immigration activist, and Fatherland
Party founder] was also hit in the face by something that was
thrown. The party chairman was bleeding from a wound in the
face.

Also, others were beaten and kicked.

When a horrified spectator tipped off Dagbladet [one of the
country’s largest newspapers] about these violent attacks, he
received the following response from Dagbladet: “Isn’t that good,
then?”

This was their attitude. The same attitude shared by most of the
press. The mass media made no mention of the violent and
dangerous attacks against the Fatherland Party.

No Freedom of Association

On June 28, 2002, the parliamentary parties committed
democratic suicide. They passed a new law saying that all parties
that hadn’t received at least 5,000 votes in the last election were
stricken [from the ballot].

They must collect 5,000 signatures under stringent restrictions.
This means that there are very few small parties. It is almost
impossible to start a new party in Norway today. In Sweden, the
requirement is 1,500 signatures.

Vigrid logo

The PST [Police Security Service, Politiets
sikkerhetstjeneste, internal secret police]
boasts unrestrainedly about how they crushed
Vigrid [link to its website]. The police called
on all the young people in the organization
and their parents. PST destroyed the organization through
harassment of its young members.

[One day in 2004, agents from all 26 field offices paid personal visits to
each of Vigrid’s members, many of whom were teenagers living with their
parents. The investigators continued this tactic for several months, until
about 60% of Vigrid quit the group. –Trans.]

What they have done is systematically harass political activists.

In addition, PST ran a comprehensive harassment campaign
against the leader of Vigrid, Tore Tvedt. Among other things,
extensive surveillance, house raids, arrests, and making sure he
was repeatedly thrown out of rented houses.

At a school debate on August 28 in connection with the
parliamentary elections of 2009, the party leader [Øyvind Heian]
of the Norwegian Patriots [NP, NorgesPatriotene, a defunct anti-
immigration party] received cuts in his forehead causing severe
bleeding [during an attack by a far left anti-white mob including
SOS Racism], forcing him to leave the meeting. The meeting
continued as if nothing had happened. Neither the school
administration nor the police did anything at all about the attack
on the party leader.

Before local government elections last year the Christian Unity
Party [KSP, Kristent Samlingsparti] was attacked by a person
belonging to SOS Racism; they are communists.

Such things of course anger everyone with nationalist attitudes in
this country.

That a counter-reaction has not occurred before July 22 amazes
everyone who follows national trends. The anti-democratic forces
that govern our country are obviously expecting something. This
can be seen from the adoption of new surveillance measures. They
have been doing exercises on scenarios like what happened [on
July 22].

Yet those who govern the country say they have done nothing that
could give rise to such a reaction. It is quite possible that many
people connected with the power structure actually believe this.

Which means dark prospects for our country.

Communism and the Ruling Class

It is well known and documented that the Labor Party before
World War II received funding from the Soviet Union. However, it
is wrong to say that Labor is a full-fledged communist party. They
do not support a planned economy. Hence the expressions
“cultural Marxists” or “semi-communists.”

It is known that many Labor Party leaders had close relations to
the Soviet Union right up to 1993. The Prime Minister’s father,
[former Norwegian Foreign Minister] Thorvald Stoltenberg, had,
for example, a code name in the KGB. Even Jens Stoltenberg
[leader of the Labor Party and current Prime Minister of Norway]
had a code name, “Steklov,” in the KGB archives.

[According to Wikipedia, until 1990 now-Prime Minister Jens Stoltenberg
“had regular contacts with a Soviet diplomat who later was revealed to be a
KGB agent. According to Stoltenberg he immediately broke off this
relationship when he came to the knowledge that his contact was a KGB
agent. Several sources have confirmed that Stoltenberg’s code name within
the KGB was “Steklov,” a name Jens Stoltenberg used as his online alias
when playing computer games such as Age of Empires.]

Of two books about this, one, The Eagle Has Landed [Ørnen har
landet, 2003] by Reiulf Steen I do not think has been suppressed,
but I believe there’s a new book by Christopher Andrew that has
been halted.

The problem with Labor is not their communist past, but that they
refuse to acknowledge it.

Deconstructing the Nordic Race and European Culture

Labor Party Secretary Raymond Johansen claims they are
required by international agreements to admit immigrants—
instead of confessing that they want to transform Norway
ethnically and culturally.

Raymond Johansen is intelligent enough to know that Japan and
South Korea have experienced the same pressure from the UN to
accept immigrants, refugees, and asylum seekers. Japan and
South Korea have learned to say no. They do not want the nation
to be used as a dumping ground for the birth rate of the Second or
Third World.

The political model in Japan and South Korea proves that
countries that say no to mass immigration in the long run will be
stronger than those open to mass immigration.

We will experience huge ethnic, cultural and religious conflicts. It
is such conflicts that led to July 22.

This the Labor Party and Raymond Johansen know. If they had
any integrity they would admit why they want mass immigration.
In other words, they have exactly the same agenda as the social
democrats in Sweden, Denmark, Germany, and Great Britain.

Labor wants to deconstruct Norwegian culture. They want to
deconstruct the Nordic race and Norwegian and European culture.

Individuals who have manifested support for cultural conservative
organizations have been systematically ridiculed, harassed and
persecuted in Norway and Western Europe since World War II.

In Norway, several hundred people over the last ten years have
lost their jobs and been branded as racists because they opposed
immigration.

An example is Remi Huseby [the young spokesman for the
Norwegian Defence League, a group affiliated with the English
Defence League], who lost his job after being labeled an intolerant
and vicious right-wing extremist on the ground that he was
opposed to the Norwegian state ideology, multiculturalism.

As a result, his employer felt pressured to fire him. This is only
one case that documents journalists and editors ridiculing and
persecuting cultural conservatives from WW II to the present.

The worst thing is that this demonization is better than being
ignored. Being ignored is the worst of all.

In hundreds of cases in Europe and Norway cultural
conservatives, anticommunists, and nationalists have been driven
to suicide by public labeling and demonization. It is the same as in
the Soviet Union.

So, another point I thought of omitting: cultural self-loathing.
Norwegian society is suffering from a cultural psychological
disorder that manifests itself through self-contempt for
Norwegian ideals. This collective cultural psychosis is caused by
decades of cultural Marxism.

A good example is Norway’s contributions to the Eurovision Song
Contest over the past four years.

We let a White Russian asylum seeker, probably with a Tartar
background. It is indeed good that we very occasionally allow an
asylum seeker to represent us. But what is going on?

A few years later we let Stella Mwangi [a black, Nairobi-born
“Norwegian-Kenyan” singer] win with a bongo song. What is
Norway doing, sending an asylum seeker as ambassador? Is it lack
of Norwegians in Norway, or are they suffering from self-hatred?

Then we let an asylum seeker from Iran win. This is an insult to all
Norwegians. The answer is simple. A great many Norwegians
suffer from cultural delusions and have urgent need for
“medication,” with immediate implementation of cultural
protectionism and the Nordic ideal.

Regarding the definition of the term “indigenous people,” this
means original or old residents. It does not mean ethnic
Norwegians are not indigenous.

We know of course that the United Nations does not recognize
ethnic Europeans as indigenous people. But we must observe the
UN’s agenda, its creation when the Axis powers were defeated in
WW II.

The UN supports the deconstruction of European states. So does
the European Union [EU]. The UN does not support the idigenous
European population because the UN is controlled by cultural
Marxists—the same as the EU.

José Manuel Durão
Barroso, who has
been the EU’s
supreme leader for
many years, was a
longtime member of
the Portuguese
Communist Party.
This shows the kind
of people that hold

power in the EU and the UN.

So, to come back to the definition of the word “indigenous.” There
is no definition of “indigenous peoples” that nationalists and
cultural Marxists can agree upon. Europe’s nationalists and
cultural conservatives use a different definition than does the EU
or the UN. The correct definition is “old or original people.”

Why should one support the struggle for indigenous people in
Tibet, Bolivia, and other places but not in Europe? Why do
indigenous activists in other parts of the world receive support
and praise, while indigenous activists in Europe are branded as
racists?

The battle is identical for all indigenous activists, namely, to fight
against the ethnic and cultural extinction of their people from
immigration. The fact that activists elsewhere are supported while
we are combated as if we were a disease is an intolerable injustice.

When it comes to ongoing ethnic deconstruction I would
recommend that everyone read the essay [he mentions its title, but
the reporter omits it] by David Coppell and Johan__.

Muslim Demographics

Regarding Mullah Krekar [a Kurdish Islamic refugee in Norway],
the reason I wanted to call him as a witness was to shed light on
orthodox Islam’s view of Europe. He calls himself a Kurdish
religious leader. He is one of the few Muslim leaders who are
honest about Islam’s takeover of Europe.

Krekar said:

“In Denmark they printed drawings, but the result was
that support of Islam increased. I, and all Muslims, are
evidence. You have not managed to change us. It is we
who are changing you. Look at the changes in the
population of Europe, where Muslims reproduce like
mosquitoes. Every Western woman in Europe has 1.4
children. Every Muslim woman in the same countries
gives birth to 3.5 children.”

All the sources are in the compendium [Breivik says, looking at
the judges].

I also remind you that Muammar Gadaffi, who was recently killed
by NATO, said in March 2007:

“There are signs that Allah will grant us victory in
Europe without use of the sword. We need no terrorists,
we need no suicide bombers. The millions of Muslims in
Europe will turn it into a Muslim continent within a
few decades.”

I will mention a few points about demographics. Demographic
examples documenting how Islamic demographic warfare works
in practice.

Kosovo is a very good example that I have not talked about. In
1900 Kosovo was 60% Christian, 40% Muslim. In 1913 the figure
was 50% [Muslim], 1948 72%; in 1971 it was 79 percent Muslim.
In 2008, after NATO had bombed our Serbian, Christian brothers,
Kosovo was 93% Muslim. In just 100 years Kosovo has gone from
being a Christian country to being a Muslim country.

Lebanon is an occupied state. In 1911 it was 21 percent Muslim.
Today there are more—approximately 80 percent. This is
demographic warfare. Warfare that is waged against Europe and
against Norway at this moment.

And not only against against Christians, but against Hindus as
well. Pakistan [carved out of India as a Moslem state in 1947] was
25 percent Hindu in 1941; in 1948, 17 percent. Today, it is less
than 1 percent. This is Pakistani “tolerance” for people who think
differently. Bangladesh [which declared independence from
Pakistan in 1971] in 1941 was 30 per cent Hindu; today it is less
than 8 percent.

Then one can look at the exploding populations in Muslim
countries.

In 1951 there were 33 million people in Pakistan. Today they are
nearly 200 million. From 33 million to nearly 200 million in 60
years. Officially, they report a birth rate of 3.58, but it is of course
a lie.

The media like to convey the idea that most Muslims support
democracy, but it is not true. A survey conducted by the University
of Maryland, in which 4,000 Muslims were queried, shows that 65
percent want to unite all Muslim countries into a caliphate, and 65
percent wish to implement strict interpretation of Sharia law.

“Child Killer”

One last point. Lawyers previously called me a child murderer. But
we know that the average age on the island was over 18.

Many armies in the world have 18-year-old soldiers. Many of our
own soldiers in Afghanistan are 18. Does this mean that we send
children to war?

The Labor Party and the AUF [Labor’s youth auxiliary] are
themselves guilty of mass murder of children in hospitals across
the country. Thousands of children are killed every year by
abortion. Muslims do not practice abortion because Sharia does
not permit it. Labor is thus a culprit in mass murder, and then
uses the low birth rate as an excuse for mass immigration.

Resistance Increasing

If you choose to recognize my claim of necessity, you will
effectively send shock waves through all the illegitimate regimes in
Europe.

The court should remember that the biased judges who worked for
Hitler’s Germany were condemned by history after the war.
Likewise, history will judge the judges in this case. [When Breivik
said this, district court judges Wenche Elizabeth Arntzen and Arne
Lyng looked directly at him.] History will tell whether they
convicted a man who tried to stop the evils of our time. History
shows that sometimes one must implement a barbarity to stop an
even greater barbarism.

My brothers in the Norwegian and European resistance
movements are sitting out there watching this case as they plan
new attacks. They might be responsible for as many as 40,000
deaths. Yesterday, explosives were found at a Swedish nuclear
plant, suggesting that my brothers in the Swedish resistance had
something to do with it.

In the compendium I describe how to attack Swedish, German (…)
[ellipses indicate missing material from the original transcript]
nuclear power plants. It is intended to break the back of (…) PST
knows that militant nationalists have access to weapons that can
cause (…) It is my duty to warn about this because it can be
prevented if the will is there.

Create an Ethnostate

In the compendium I described a solution that can prevent all
future conflicts with ultra-nationalists.

The smartest thing that could be done is to give us autonomy,
autonomy within a specific area of Norway for people who oppose
mass immigration and multiculturalism. We are interested in
having our own state within the state, reserved for the indigenous
Norwegian people. In other words, national conservatives,
orthodox Christians, and National Socialists.

Such a solution would be good for both parties. Marxists and
liberals would not have to experience our anger and complaining
about the current state. And we would not have to live in a multi-
ethnic hell. I have written about this political model and will
convey the proposal later.

A solution like this can be used in all European countries, and can
thus prevent further escalation of the conflict between cultural
conservatives and multiculturalists.

The starting point might be that they get control over an area
equivalent to about 1–2 percent of the country, and the area
increases proportionally with growth. If we do not succeed and
flourish, the autonomous state will not be developed. This political
model is similar to political solutions relating to indigenous
peoples in other parts of the world. Many ultra-nationalists and
others would feel positive about developing such a solution.

Fair Warning

The alternative is that
we focus on the
takeover of the entire
country of Norway—
something Marxists
and liberals would be
mightily displeased
with.

But the current regime is not interested in dialogue with us, so we
have nothing to lose and the conflict will escalate over the next few
years. It might not be tactful to say this in that the prosecutor is
“gunning” on with “mental incapacity,” but I must convey my
peace proposal, which could save many lives in the future [Breivik
raises his voice when he talks about what will happen in the
future].

This trial should be about finding the truth. The documentation of
my claims—are they true? If they are true, how can what I did be
illegal?

Norwegian academics and journalists work together and make use
of (…) methods to deconstruct Norwegian identity, Christianity,
and the Norwegian nation. How can it be illegal to engage in
armed resistance against this?

The prosecution wondered who gave me a mandate to do what I
did. Was it the KT [Knights Templar] network? I have answered
this before, but will do so again. Universal human rights,
international law, and the right to self-defense provided the
mandate to carry out this self-defense.

Everything has been triggered by the actions of those who
consciously and unconsciously are destroying our country.
Responsible Norwegians and Europeans who feel even a trace of
moral obligation are not going to sit by and watch as we are made
into minorities in our own lands. We are going to fight.

The attacks on July 22 were preventive attacks in defense of my
ethnic group, the Norwegian indigenous people. I therefore cannot
acknowledge guilt. I acted from necessity (nødrett) on behalf of
my people, my religion and my country.

I therefore demand that I be acquitted.

♣

See endnotes at Counter-Currents
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The fallibility of the Gospels (4)
A chapter from Ian Wilson’s

Jesus: The Evidence

In turn the John gospel came under similar scrutiny. The long
speeches in fluent Greek attributed to Jesus were considered by
German theologians to be Hellenistic in character, compatible
with the gospel’s traditional provenance, the Hellenistic city of
Ephesus in Asia Minor. Since even Church tradition acknowledged
the John gospel to have been written later than the rest, it was
thought to be most likely to date from close to the end of the
second century. However, the one apparent crumb of comfort,
that the Mark gospel, despite its geographical flaws, seemed to
offer a less fanciful version of Jesus’ life than the rest, was in turn
swept away with the publication, in 1901, of Breslau professor
Wilhelm Wrede’s The Secret of the Messiahship.

Wrede argued powerfully that whoever wrote Mark tried to
present Jesus as having deliberately made a secret of his
Messiahship during his lifetime, and that most of his disciples
failed to recognize him as the Messiah until after his death. While
not necessarily giving this idea their full endorsement, most
modern scholars acknowledge Wrede’s insight in establishing one
fundamental truth—that even the purportedly ‘primitive’ Mark
gospel was more concerned with theology, with putting over a
predetermined theological viewpoint, than with providing a
straight historical narrative.

Five years after Wrede’s publication, in a
closely written treatise From Reimarus to
Wrede, translated into English as The
Quest for the Historical Jesus, Albert
Schweitzer (pic), later to become the

world-famous Lambarene missionary, summarized the work of his
fellow German theological predecessors in these terms:

There is nothing more negative than the result of the critical
study of the life of Jesus. The Jesus of Nazareth who came
forward publicly as the Messiah, who preached the ethic of the
Kingdom of God, who founded the Kingdom of Heaven upon
earth, and died to give his work its final consecration, never had
any existence… This image has not been destroyed from without,
it has fallen to pieces, cleft and disintegrated by the concrete
historical problems which came to the surface one after
another…

(To be continued…)
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A modest proposal
by Hunter Wallace

We invite King George III to come back and resume the throne.
He could dissolve the Union, arrest the negro in the White House,
and round up our so-called “representatives” in Congress.

In exchange for an apology and a promise to never misbehave
again, we get lower taxes, a less intrusive government, secure
borders, and an end to all the madness that has flowed from the
“self evident” idea that “all men are created equal.”

What do you say?
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My first comment…
at American Renaissance:

“If you weight the good & the bad Jews in the US have produced,
the good is incredibly more important & ‘heavy’ than bad” —
Bardon Kaldian

This is an old fallacy: confusing apples with oranges. Jews are
never over-represented in organizations or movements that
represent the interests of the ethnic majority, only in those that
weaken that majority. See my article that marked my saying bye
bye to my former philo-Semitism (here).
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Glimm Lamentation (detail)

Painting of the day:

Albrecht Dürer 
Glimm Lamentation (detail) ~ 1500

Alte Pinakothek of Munich
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How the sexual revolution is destroying
the West

by Michael O’Meara

Guillaume Faye (pic), Sexe et dévoiement [Sex and Perversion—
Ed.] Éditions du Lore, 2011

Four years after Guillaume Faye’s La Nouvelle
question juive (The New Jewish Question,
2007) alienated many of his admirers and
apparently caused him to retreat from
identitarianism and Euro-nationalism, his
latest work signals a definite return, reminding
us of why he remains one of the most creative
thinkers defending the future of the white race.

In this 400-page book, which is an essay and not a work of
scholarship, Mr. Faye’s central concern is the family, and the
catastrophic impact the rising number of divorces and broken
households is having on white demographic renewal. In linking
family decline to its demographic and civilizational consequences,
he dissects the larger social pathologies associated with the
“inverted” sexuality now disfiguring European life. These
pathologies include the de-virilization and feminization of white
men, the normalization of homosexuality, feminist androgyny,
Third-World colonization, miscegenation, the loss of bio-
anthropological norms (like the blond Jesus)—and all that comes
with the denial of biological reality.

At the core of Mr. Faye’s argument is the contention that sexuality
constitutes a people’s fundamental basis; it governs its
reproduction and ensures its survival. Thus, it is the key to any
analysis of contemporary society.

As the ethologist Konrad Lorenz and the anthropologist/social
theorist Arnold Gehlen (both of whom have influenced Mr. Faye)
have demonstrated, there is nothing automatic or spontaneous in
human sexuality, as it is in other animals. Man’s body may be like
those of the higher mammals, but it is also a cultural, plastic one
with few governing instincts. Socioeconomic, ideological, and
emotional imperatives play a major role in shaping human
behavior, especially in the higher civilizations.

Given, moreover, that humanity is no monolith, there can be no
universal form of sexual behavior, and thus the sexuality, like
everything else, of Europeans differs from that of non-Europeans.
In the United States and Brazil, for example, the sexual practices
and family forms of blacks are still very unlike those of whites,
despite ten generations in these European-founded countries.
Every form of sexuality, Mr. Faye argues, stems from a specific
bioculture (a historically-defined “stock”), which varies according
to time and people. Human behavior is thus for him always the
result of a native, inborn ethno-psychology, historically embodied
in cultural, religious, and ideological superstructures.

The higher, more creative the culture the more sexuality also tends
to depend on fragile, individual factors—such as desire, libido,
self-interest—in contrast to less developed cultures, whose
reproduction relies more on collective and instinctive factors.
High cultures consequently reproduce less and low cultures more,
though the latter suffer far greater infant mortality (an
equilibrium that was upset only in the 20th century, when high
cultures intervened to reduce the infant mortality of lower
cultures, thereby setting off today’s explosive Third-World
population growth).

Despite these differences and despite the world’s great variety of
family forms and sexual customs, the overwhelming majority of
peoples and races nevertheless prohibit incest, pedophilia, racially
mixed marriages, homosexual unions, and “unparented” children.

By contravening many of these traditional prohibitions in recent
decades, Western civilization has embarked on a process that Mr.
Faye calls derailment, which is evident in the profound social and
mental pathologies that follow the inversion of “natural” (i.e.,
historic or ancient) norms—inversions that have been legitimized
in the name of morality, freedom, and equality.

Sexe et dévoiement is an essay, then, about the practices and
ideologies currently affecting European sexuality and about how
these practices and ideologies are leading Europeans into a self-
defeating struggle against nature—against their nature, upon
which their biocivilization rests.

The Death of the Family

Since the Cultural Revolution of the 1960s, expressions of
egalitarianism and a nihilistic individualism have helped
undermine the family, bringing it to the critical stage it has
reached today. Of these, the most destructive for Mr. Faye has
been the ideology of libidinal love (championed by the so-called
“sexual liberation” movement of the period), which confused
recreational sex with freedom, disconnected sex from
reproduction, and treated traditional social/cultural norms as
forms of oppression.

The “liberationists” of the 1960s—the first generation raised on TV
—were linked to the New Left, which saw all restraint as
oppressive and all individuals as interchangeable. They were
convinced that all things were possible, as they sought to free
desire from the “oppressive” mores of what Mr. Faye calls the
“bourgeois family.”

This ’60s-style sexual liberation, he notes, was “Anglo-Saxon” in
origin, motivated by a shift from prudery to the opposite extreme.
Originally, this middle-class, Protestant prudery confined
sexuality to the monogamous nuclear family, which represented a
compromise between individual desire and familial interests. This
compromise preserved the family line and reared children to carry
it on.

In the 1960s, when the Boomers came of age, the puritans passed
to the other extreme, jettisoning their sexual “squeamishness” and
joining the movement to liberate the libido. In practice, this meant
abolishing conjugal fidelity, heterosexual dominance, “patriarchy,”
and whatever taboos opposed the feel-good “philosophy” of the
liberationists. As the Sorbonne’s walls proclaimed in ‘68: “It’s
prohibited to prohibit.” The “rights” of individual desire and
happiness would henceforth come at the expense of all the
prohibitions that had formerly made the family viable. Mr. Faye
does not mention it, but American-style consumerism was
beginning to take hold in Western Europe at the same time,
promoting self-indulgent materialism and the pursuit of pleasure.

Americans pioneered the ideology of sexual liberation, along with
gay pride and the porn industry, but a significant number of
“ordinary” white Americans resist their elites’ anti-traditional
sexual ideology. Salt Lake City here prevails over Las Vegas. The
Washington Leviathan nevertheless continues to use these
ideologies and practices to subvert non-liberal societies, though
not always with success: The Russians have rebuffed
“international opinion” and refuse to tolerate gay pride parades.

Europeans, by contrast, have been qualitatively more influenced
by the “libertine revolutionaries,” and Mr. Faye’s work speaks
more to Europeans than to Americans, though it seems likely that
the European experience will sooner or later come to the United
States.

Against the backdrop of ’60s-style sexual liberation, personal
sexual relations were reconceived as a strictly individualistic and
libidinal “love,” based on the belief that this highly inflated
emotional state was too important to limit to conjugal monogamy.
Marriages based on impulsive sexual attractions and the
“hormonal tempests” they set off have since become the tomb not
just of stable families, but increasingly of Europe herself.

For with this adolescent cult of sexualized love that elevates the
desires of the solitary individual above his communal and familial
duties, there comes another kind of short-sighted, feel-good
liberal ideology that destroys collective imperatives: the cult of
human rights. This flood of discourses and laws promoting
brotherhood and anti-racism are synonymous with de-virilizition,
ethnomaschoism, and the destruction of Europe’s historic
identity.

Romantic love, which is impulsive on principle, and sexual
liberation have destroyed stable families. This “casino of pleasure”
may be passionate, but it is also ephemeral and compelled by
egoism. Indeed, almost all sentiments grouped under the rubric of
love, Mr. Faye contends, are egoistic and self-interested. Love in
this sense is an investment from which one expects a return—one
loves to be loved. A family of this kind is thus one inclined to allow
superficial or immediate considerations to prevail over
established, time-tested ones. Similarly, the rupture of such
conjugal unions seems almost unavoidable, for once the pact of
love is broken—and a strictly libidinal love always fades—the
union dissolves.

The death of the “oppressive” bourgeois family at the hands of the
emancipation movements of the ’60s has given rise to unstable
stepfamilies, no-fault divorce, teenage mothers, single-parent
homes, abandoned children, homosexual “families,” unisex
ideology, new sexual categories, and an increasingly isolated and
frustrated individual delivered over almost entirely to his own
caprices.

The egoism governing such love-based families produces few
children. To the degree that married couples today even want
children, it seems to Mr. Faye less for the sake of sons and
daughters to continue the line and more for the sake of a baby to
pamper, a living toy that is an adjunct to their consumerism. And
since the infant is idolized in this way, parents feel little
responsibility for disciplining him. They subscribe to the “cult of
the child,” which considers children to be “noble savages” rather
than beings that need instruction.

The result is that children lack self-control and an ethic of
obedience. Their development is compromised and their
socialization neglected. These post-’60s families also tend to be
short lived, which means children are frequently traumatized by
broken homes, raised by single parents or in stepfamilies, where
their intellectual development is stunted and their blood ties
confused. Without stable families and a sense of lineage, they lose
all sense of ethnic or national consciousness and fail to
understand why miscegenation and immigration ought to be
opposed. The destruction of stable families, Mr. Faye surmises,
bears directly on the present social-sexual chaos and the
impending destruction of Europe’s racial stock.

Against the sexual liberationists, Mr. Faye upholds the model of
the past. Though perhaps no longer possible, the stable couples of
the bourgeois family structure put familial and communal
interests over amorous ones, to the long-term welfare of both the
couple and the children. Conjugal love came, as a result, to be
impressed with friendship, partnership, and habitual attachments,
for the couple was not defined as a self-contained amorous
symbiosis, but as the pillar of a larger family architecture. This
made conjugal love moderate and balanced rather than
passionate. It was sustained by habit, tenderness, interest, care of
the children, and la douceur du foyer (“the comforts of home”).
Sexual desire remained, but in most cases declined in intensity or
dissipated in time.

This family structure was extraordinarily stable. It assured the
lineage, raised properly-socialized children, respected women, and
won the support of law and custom. There were, of course,
compromises and even hypocrisies (as men satisfied libidinal
urgings in brothels), but in any case the family, the basic cell of
society, was protected—even privileged.

The great irony of sexual liberation and its ensuing destruction of
the bourgeois family is that it has obviously not brought greater
happiness or freedom, but rather greater alienation and misery. In
this spirit, the media now routinely (almost obsessively) sexualizes
the universe, but sex has become more virtual than real: There is
more pornography but fewer children. Once the “rights” of desire
were emancipated, sex took on a different meaning, the family
collapsed, sexual identity was increasingly confused, and
perversions and transgressions became greater and more serious.
As everyone set off in pursuit of an illusory libidinal fulfillment,
the population became correspondently more atomized, uprooted,
and miscegenated. In France today, 30 percent of all adults are
single and there are even reports of a new “asexuality” in reaction
to the sexualization of everything.

There is a civilization-destroying tragedy here: for, once
Europeans are deprived of their family lineage, they cease to
transmit their cultural and genetic heritage and thus lose all sense
of who they are. This is critical to everything else. As the historians
Michael Mitterauer and Reinhard Sieder write: “The family is one
of the most archaic forms of social community, and at all times
men have used the family as a model for the formation of human
societies.” The loss of family stability, and thus the collapse of the
family as society’s basic cell, Mr. Faye emphasizes, not only
dissolves social relations, it brings disorder and makes all
tyrannies possible. Once sexual emancipation helps turn society
into a highly individualized, Balkanized mass, totalitarianism—not
Soviet or fascist, but US progressive—becomes increasingly likely.

The Idolatry of Homosexuality

Homophilia and feminism are the most important children of the
cultural revolution. They share, as such, much of the same
ideological baggage that denies biological realities and makes war
on the family. Mr. Faye claims that in the late 1960s, when
homosexuals began demanding legal equality, they were fully
within their rights. Homosexuality in his view is a genetic
affliction affecting fewer than 5 percent of males, but he does not
object to homosexuals practices within the privacy of the
bedroom. What he finds objectionable is the confusion of private
and public realms and the assertion of homophilia as a social
norm. Worse, he claims that in much elite discourse, homosexuals
have quickly gone from being pariahs to privileged beings, who
flaunt their alleged “superiority” over heterosexuals, who are seen
as old-fashioned, outmoded, ridiculous. Heterosexuals are like
women who center their lives on the care of children rather than
on a career, and are thus something bizarre and implicitly
opposed to liberal-style “emancipation.”

Mr. Faye, who is by no means a prude, contends that female
homosexuality is considerably different from and less damaging
than male homosexuality. Most lesbians, in his view, are bisexual,
rather than purely homosexual, and for whatever reason have
turned against men. This he sees as a reflection on men. Even in
traditional societies, women who engaged in homosexuality
retained their femininity and so were not so shocking as their
male counterparts. By contrast, male homosexuality was
considered abhorrent, because it violated the nature of
masculinity, making men no longer “properly” male and thus
something mutant. To those who evoke the ancient glories of
Athens as a counter-argument, Mr. Faye, a long-time Graeco-
Latinist, says that in the period when a certain form of pederasty
was tolerated, no adult male ever achieved respectability if he was
not married, devoted to the interests of his family and clan, and,
above all, was never to be “made of woman,” i.e., penetrated.

Like feminism, homophilia holds that humans are bisexual at
birth and, willfully or not, choose their sexual orientation—as if
anatomical differences are insignificant and all humans are a
blank slate upon which they inscribe their self-chosen “destiny.”
This view lacks any scientific credibility, to be sure, even if it is
professed in our elite universities. Like anti-racism, it denies
biological realities incompatible with the reigning dogmas. Facts,
though, have rarely stood in the way of faith or ideology—or, in the
way of secular 20th-century ideologies that have become religious
faiths.

Despite its progressive and emancipatory pretensions,
homophilia, like sexual liberation in general, is entirely self-
centered and indifferent to future and past, promoting “lifestyles”
hostile to family formation and thus to white reproduction.
Homophilia here marches hand in hand with anti-racism, denying
the significance of biological differences and the imperatives of
white survival.

This subversive ideology now even aspires to re-invent
homosexuals as the flowers of society: liberators preparing the
way to joy, liberty, fraternity, tolerance, social well-being, good
taste, etc. As vice is transformed into virtue, homosexuality
allegedly introduces a new sense of play and gaiety to the one-
dimensional society of sad, heterosexual males. Except, Mr. Faye
insists, there’s nothing genuinely gay about the gays, for theirs is a
condition of stress and disequilibrium. At odds with their own
nature, homosexuality is often a Calvary—and not because of
social oppression, but because of those endogenous reasons
(particularly their attraction to their own sex) that condemn them
to a reproductive and genetic dead end.

In its public displays as gay pride, hemophilia defines itself as
narcissistic, exhibitionist, and infantile, thus revealing those traits
specific to its abnormal condition. In any case, a community
worthy of itself, Mr. Faye tells us, is founded on shared values, on
achievements, on origins—not on a dysgenic sexual orientation.

Schizophrenic Feminism

The reigning egalitarianism is always extending itself, trying to
force genuine sexuality, individuality, demography, race, etc., to
conform to its tenets. The demand that women have the same
legal rights and opportunities as men, Mr. Faye thinks, was
entirely just, especially for Europeans—and especially Celtic,
Scandinavian, and Germanic Europeans—for their cultures have
long respected the humanity of women. Indeed, he considers legal
equality the single great accomplishment of feminism. But
feminism has since been transformed into another utopian
egalitarianism that makes sexes, like races, equivalent and
interchangeable. Mr. Faye, though, refuses to equate legal equality
with natural equality, for such an ideological muddling denies
obvious biological differences, offending both science and
common sense.

The dogma that differences between men and women are simply
cultural derives from a feminist behaviorism in which women are
seen as potential men, and femininity is treated as a social
distortion. In Simone de Beauvoir’s formulation: “One is not born
a woman, one becomes one.” Feminists therefore affirm the
equality and interchangeability of men and women, yet at the
same time they reject femininity, which they consider something
inferior and imposed. The feminist model is thus the man, and
feminism’s New Woman is simply his “photocopy.” In trying to
suppress the specifically feminine in this way, feminism aims to
masculinize women and feminize men in the image of its
androgynous ideal.

This is like the anti-racist ideal of the mixed race or half-caste.
This unisex ideology characterizes the mother as a slave and the
devoted wife as a fool. In practice, it even rejects the biological
functions of the female body, aspiring to a masculinism that
imitates men and seeks to emulate them socially, politically, and
otherwise. Feminism is anti-feminine—anti-mother and anti-
family—and ultimately anti-reproduction.

Anatomical differences, however, have consequences. Male
humans, like males of other species, always differ from females
and behave differently. Male superiority in achievement—
conceptual, mathematical, artistic, political, and otherwise—is
often explained away as the result of female oppression. Mr. Faye
rejects this, though he acknowledges that in many areas of life, for
just or unjust reasons, women do suffer disadvantages; many non-
whites practice outright subjugation of women. Male physical
strength may also enable men to dominate women. But generally,
Mr. Faye sees a rough equality of intelligence between men and
women. Their main differences, he contends, are psychological
and characterological, for men tend to be more outwardly oriented
than women. As such, they use their intelligence more in
competition, innovation, and discovery. They are usually more
aggressive, more competitive, more vain and narcissistic than
women who, by contrast, are more inclined to be emotionally
loyal, submissive, prudent, temperate, and far-sighted.

Men and women are better viewed as organic complements, rather
than as inferior or superior. From Homer to Cervantes to Mme. de
Stäel, the image of women, their realms and their work, however
diverse and complicated, have differed from that of men. Women
may be able to handle most masculine tasks, but at the same time
their disposition differs from men, especially in the realm of
creativity.

This is vitally important for Mr. Faye. In all sectors of practical
intelligence they perform as well as men, but not in their capacity
for imaginative projection, which detaches and abstracts one’s self
from contingent reality for the sake of imagining another. This is
true in practically all areas: epic poetry, science, invention,
religion, even cuisine and design. It is not from female brains, he
notes, that have emerged submarines, space flight, philosophical
systems, great political and economic theories, and the major
scientific discoveries (Mme. Curie being the exception). Most of
the great breakthroughs have been made by men and it has had
nothing to do with women being oppressed. Feminine dreams are
simply not the same as masculine ones, which search the
impossible, the risky, the unreal.

Akin, then, in spirit to homophilia, anti-racism, and ’60s-style
sexual liberation, feminism’s rejection of biological realities and
its effort to masculinize women end up not just distorting what it
supposedly champions—women—it reveals its totally egoistic and
present-oriented nature, for it rejects women as mothers and thus
rejects the reproduction of the race.

Conclusion

Sexe et dévoiement treats a variety of other issues: Christian and
Islamic views of sexuality; immigration and the different sexual
practices it brings, some of which are extremely primitive and
brutal; the role of prostitution; and the effect new bio-technologies
will have on sexuality.

From the above discussion of the family, homophilia, and
feminism, the reader should already sense the direction of Mr.
Faye’s arguments, as he relates individual sexuality to certain
macro-changes now forcing European civilization off its rails. His
perspective is especially illuminating in that he is one of very few
authors who link the decline of the white race to larger questions
of civilization, sex, and demography.

Nevertheless I would make several criticisms. Like the European
New Right as a whole, he tends to be overly simplistic in
attributing the origins of the maladies he depicts to the
secularization of certain Christian notions, such as equality and
love. He also places the blame for undesirable social/economic
developments on cultural/ideological influences rather than
depicting a more realistic dialectical relationship of mutual
causation. Likewise, he fails to consider the ethnocidal effects on
Europe of America’s imperial supremacy, with its post-European
rules of behavior and its anti-Christian policies.

But having said that—and after having written reviews of many of
Guillaume Faye’s works over the last 10 years, and reading many
other books that have made me more critical of aspects of his
thought—I think whatever his “failings,” they pale in comparison
to the light he sheds on the ethnocidal forces now bearing down
on the white race.

American Renaissance, June 29, 2012
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The greatest of the
“conservative” thinkers,
Joseph de Maistre,
pointed out long ago that
the French Revolution led
the revolutionaries rather
than was led by them. For
he believed that certain
Providential forces rule
our lives. These forces he
saw in Christian terms,
but others, like
Heidegger, for instance,
saw them in terms of
Being, over which humans
have no control.

In either case, the force of
Providence or Being or
Destiny has a power that
has often made itself felt
in our history. For this
reason, I have little doubt
that Europeans will
eventually throw off the
Judeo-liberal system
programming their
destruction. I’m less
confident about we
Americans, given the
greater weakness of our
collective identity and
destiny. But nevertheless
even we might be saved
from ourselves by this
force—as long as we do
what is still in our power
to do.

—Michael O’Meara
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From Guillaume Faye's
"Mars & Hephaestus": 

The twenty-first century will
be a century of iron and
storms. It will not resemble
those harmonious futures
predicted up to the 1970s.
It will not be the global
village prophesied by
Marshall MacLuhan in 1966,
or Bill Gates’ planetary
network, or Francis
Fukuyama’s end of history:
a liberal global civilization
directed by a universal
state. 

The Third Age of European
Civilization commences, in
a tragic acceleration of the
historical process, with the
Treaty of Versailles and end
of the civil war of 1914-18:
the catastrophic twentieth
century. Four generations
were enough to undo the
labor of more than forty.
Europe fell victim to its own
tragic Prometheanism, its
own opening to the world
and universalism, oblivious
of all ethnic solidarity. 

The Fourth Age of European
civilization begins today. It
will be the Age of rebirth or
perdition. The twenty-first
century will be for this
civilization, the fateful
century, the century of life
or death. 

Let us cultivate the
pessimistic optimism of
Nietzsche. “There is no
more order to conserve; it is
necessary to create a new
one.” Will the beginning of
the twenty-first century be
difficult? Are all the
indicators in the red? So
much the better. They
predicted the end of history
after the collapse of the
USSR? We wish to speed its
return: thunderous,
bellicose, and archaic. Islam
resumes its wars of
conquest. China and India
wish to become
superpowers. And so forth.
The twenty-first century will
be placed under the double
sign of Mars, the god of
war, and of Hephaestus, the
god who forges swords, the
master of technology and
the chthonic fires. This
century will be that of the
metamorphic rebirth of
Europe, like the Phoenix, or
of its disappearance as a
historical civilization and its
transformation into a
cosmopolitan and sterile
Luna Park. 

The beginning of twenty-
first century will be the
despairing midnight of the
world of which Hölderlin
spoke. But it is always
darkest before the dawn.
Let us prepare our children
for war. Let us educate our
youth, be it only a minority,
as a new aristocracy. 

Today we need more than
morality. We need
hypermorality, the
Nietzschean ethics of
difficult times. When one
defends one’s people, i.e.,
one’s own children, one
defends the essential. Then
one follows the rule of
Agamemnon and Leonidas
but also of Charles Martel:
what prevails is the law of
the sword, whose bronze or
steel reflects the glare of
the sun. 

T A G S:

4 words

 

For Spanish-speakers: an
autobiography of the
editor of this site in two
volumes is available: here
and here. 

 

He who has not read Day
of Wrath has not looked
at the admin of this site in
the eyes. A hard copy is
available: here. For an
introduction see: here.

______  ______

“Hate is not some useless
organ like the appendix.
It’s there for a reason.

Why does Christianity do
all it can to talk us out of
necessary and functional
drives?

Well, the answer is that
it’s a bit of software
meant to disable our
enemy recognition
module. Christianity
preaches blind love, and
that love is murdering the
West”. – Alex Linder

 

“Why were you so
ungrateful to our gods as
to desert them for the
Jews?” —Emperor Julian to
the Christians

Regarding the sticky
post see esp. post #37.
For the context of the
Christian problem see:
here.
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enemy to hate, you’ve
disarmed him.
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